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Recent Buildings and Interiors

Projects selected by
Dirk Meyhöfer
6 Preface

10 House in Mexico City
   rojkindarquitectos

14 Interior Ministry of the State of Brandenburg
   SEHW

16 FLEET 3
   KBNK architekten

20 Bild Box
   she_architekten

22 Jauch residence
   Gruber + Popp Architekten BDA

26 Astrid Lindgren School
   Roland Schulz, ars

28 Office and commercial buildings in Falkenried
   Renner Hainke Wirth Architekten

30 Nursery school in Covolo di Pederobba
   C+S ASSOCIATI Architects

32 Faculty of Architecture, Art and Design Building,
   Diego Portales University
   Ricardo Abuauad Abuatum

36 Welcome Mat
   Lacoste + Stevenson

38 Sheraton Abandoibarra Hotel Bilbao
   LEGRORRETA + LEGRORRETA

42 Casa en La Florida
   selgascano
   José Selgas and Lucía Cano

48 The Copenhagen Opera
   Henning Larsen Architects A/S

52 1970s housing estate in Strucksbarg
   Renner Hainke Wirth Architekten

54 Seewürfel / Seewurfe
   Camenzind Evolution
   Architecture – Design – Technology

58 Youth hostel in Bremen
   raumzeit

60 Dentist’s practice KU64
   GRAFT Lars Krückeberg,
   Wolfram Putz, Thomas Willemait

64 Gas transfer station
   dv Architekten

66 House on the square
   LEHEN drei Architekten Stadtplaner BDA SRL
   Martin Feketics Leonhard Schenk
   Matthias Schuster

68 Theatre Agora
   Ben van Berkel / UNStudio

72 House in San Miguel de Allende
   LEGRORRETA + LEGRORRETA

76 The Disney Store Headquarters
   Clive Wilkinson Architects

80 Signage system with service pavilions
   for the Volkspark Potsdam
   Wiechers Beck Architekten

86 Urban planning design “Smolni”
   Sergeï Tchoban
   nps tchoban voss GB Architekten BDA
   A. M. Prasch P. Sigl S. Tchoban E. Voss

90 Mensa Moltke – university canteen
   J. Mayer H.

94 Residential apartments overlooking community plaza
   in Düsseldorf-Gerresheim
   Atelier Fritschi Stahl Baum

96 Idea Store Whitechapel
   Adjaye / Associates

100 Eching Middle School (Realschule)
   Diezinger & Kramer
   Dipl. Inge Architekten BDA

104 Käthe-Kollwitz-School in Darmstadt
   P. Karle / R. Buxbaum
   Freie Architekten · Diplom Ingenieure

108 Temporary Hamburg Cruise Centre
   Renner Hainke Wirth Architekten

112 Façade design of the High Tech Park
   gmp – Architekten von Gerkan,
   Marg und Partner

116 IT faculty building at the Technical University of Dresden
   Architektengemeinschaft Zimmermann
   CODE UNIQUE Architekten

122 W1USAC in Leon
   MANSILLA + TUNÓN

126 Ensemble Pinnasberg
   Spengler · Wiescholek
   Architekten Stadtplaner
128 Fire and police station for the government district
Sauerbruch Hutton

132 Occupational Rehabilitation Centre Oberhausen
Pook Leiska Partner
Dipl. Ing. Architekten

136 Gustav-von-Schmoller School
Lederer + Ragnarsdóttir + Oei

140 Centre for Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
MRLV Architekten
Markovic Ronal; Lütjten Voss

144 University of Applied Sciences Zittau campus
Tilman Bock Norbert Sachs Architekten

148 Federal Environmental Agency Dessau
Sauerbruch Hutton

152 DORINT SOFITEL Bayerpost
Bert Halter, Innenarchitekten

156 Oberstufenschule (senior-grade secondary school)
Gafner & Hörber Architekten GmbH

158 St. Afra’s boarding grammar school
Maedebach, Redeleit & Partner

162 Turin Olympic Village
Steidle Architekten

166 Mikkola School
Esa Piironen Architects

168 Rehabilitation of St. Caterina Market
Enric Miralles Benedetta Tagliabue
Miralles Tagliabue - EMBA

172 Social housing on the coast
OFIS architekti

174 Eternit Headquarters
Astrid Bornheim

178 Hotel Puerta America
Ateliers Jean Nouvel

182 Revival of historic Clarke Quay
SMC ALSOP

184 Dalki Theme Park
GaA architects + Yonsei University
(Moonyu Choi) / Mass Studies (Minsuk Cho) / Slade Architecture (James Slade)

188 Bodies
Emmanuelle Moureaux

192 Cabaret Voltaire – Dada Zurich
Rossetti + Wyss Architekten AG

196 Sharp Centre for Design, Ontario College of Art & Design
Robbie/Young + Wright Architects Inc. and Alsop Architects Ltd (Joint Venture)

200 Offices "La Defense"
Ben van Berkel / UNStudio

LIGHT

206 Torre Agbar
Ateliers Jean Nouvel + Fermin Vázquez / b720 Arquitectos

208 Clinic for small animals and diagnostic imaging
Schäfer Architekten AG

210 Winnenden Special School (Förderschule)
Diezinger & Kramer
Dipl. Inge Architekten BDA

214 Holmes Place Lifestyle Club in Cologne
SEHW

216 Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision
Neutelings Riedijk Architects

220 Buchfinken primary school in Usingen-Eschbach
Alten Architekten

224 SolarCity Centre
Auer+Weber+Assozierte

228 Refurbishment of the Frankfurt-Heddernheim urban rail station
Schöeyer architekten BDA

232 Celle Museum of Art with the Robert Simon Collection
ahrens grabenhorst architekten BDA

236 Public-access areas in the Spreepalais
Sergei Tchoban
nps tchoban voss GbR Architekten BDA
A. M. Prasch P. Sigl S. Tchoban E. Voss

238 Lerchenfeld Freising Middle School (Hauptschule)
schulz & schulz

242 Marion Cultural Centre
ARM

246 Selimex office building
Werner Tschoke
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